A Cloud-Based SaaS Environment for Electronic Document Exchange

Automate Your Supply
Chain with EDI-2-FLOW for
Microsoft Dynamics 365
for Buyers

EDI-2-FLOW for Dynamics 365
Migrating to a cloud-based EDI solution is a progressive step for your organization, and choosing TIE
Kinetix’s 33+ years’ experience guarantees a successful transition into your new SaaS environment.
For most organizations, outsourcing EDI operations is a smart move—it’s practical, economical, and
fundamentally scalable. With TIE Kinetix’s ever-evolving electronic document exchange solutions, you’ll
quickly benefit from best-in-class automation capabilities all while avoiding costly on-premise software
investments.

In partnership with

The Total Package
The package includes everything you need to successfully begin exchanging
documents electronically through Dynamics 365. The specific solutions and
products included are as follows: TIE Kinetix EDI-2-FLOW solution and ToIncrease’s EDI Studio and Connectivity Studio products. The entire package, as
well as its implementation, is delivered in full by TIE Kinetix.
TIE Kinetix’s EDI-2-FLOW for Dynamics 365 solution package provides you with
all the tools you need to start exchanging documents electronically today, all
for one monthly SaaS fee. Here’s a brief overview of the individual solutions
included in the package:

EDI-2-FLOW at a Glance
TIE Kinetix’s EDI-2-FLOW solution requires no extensive IT investment. Costly
on-premise software is replaced with a flexible monthly fee to fit your usage.
EDI-2-FLOW helps you to achieve faster business transactions and automate
procure-to-pay processes for full financial supply chain transparency. With quick
and easy implementation, you are directly integrated with Microsoft Dynamics
365 through To-Increase’s EDI Studio and Connectivity Studio products.
With TIE Kinetix’s extensive partner network, you can leverage a network of more
than 300,000 trading partner connections and a rich library of trading partner
maps and application connectors. With 24/7 monitoring and validation, bad data
is something from the past; you receive notifications to correct inaccurate data
(incoming or outgoing) before it’s too late.

EDI Studio at a Glance
To-Increase EDI Studio for Microsoft Dynamics 365 helps companies simplify

24/7 document
monitoring & validation

communication and collaboration with customers and trading partners
through electronic document interchange (EDI). The solution fully integrates
with Microsoft Dynamics 365 and support’s the ERP system’s data model,
whereas some tools available today lack full integration capabilities and do
not consider business rules, which means extra work for IT.
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EDI Studio helps IT managers support changing business requirements
without coding. Instead, they can set up and modify integrations efficiently
through standardized configurations.
Benefits
• Optimize your supply chain through automatic ordering and streamlined
communication
• Simplify IT administration with standard configurations, tracking, and
control capabilities
• Easily exchange common business documents such as orders,
acknowledgments, advance shipping notices, and invoices
• Validate incoming sales orders and purchase order confirmations by
means of a staging journal
• Use journal validations to ensure a smooth order process before creating
a sales order in Microsoft Dynamics 365

Connectivity Studio at a Glance
Take advantage of To-Increase Connectivity Studio for Microsoft Dynamics
365 to simplify the setup and management of integrations between your ERP

"In joining forces
with TIE Kinetix,
we’ve eliminated
unnecessary
challenges, providing
Dynamics 365 users
with everything they
need to exchange
documents
electronically directly
from their ERP."
Jerry Caous, Technical
Productivity Sales
Specialist, To-Increase

and other business systems. Because the solution supports many document
types, you can directly meet business requirements instead of managing
technical details. This enables you to rapidly configure, execute, and manage
data migration and integration projects.
Benefits
• Integrate Microsoft Dynamics 365 with external applications with full
support for third-party software and your own customizations
• Simplify integration setup by using configuration rather than coding
• Quickly and reliably perform very large data imports and exports
• Produce greater business value from applications you already own
• Continue working productively with your preferred document formats such
as Microsoft Excel, XML, text, fixed text, ODBC, EDIFACT, X12, and others

Get Started with EDI-2-FLOW for Dynamics 365 Today!
With the cloud-based EDI-2-FLOW for Dynamics 365 solution, you’re covered
on all fronts. You’ll benefit from a state-of-the-art, scalable SaaS solution that
is continuously optimized to meet your business needs, as well as changing
global criteria. With minimal internal effort, your organization will soon discover
the advantages of fully automated electronic document exchange as an
extension of your Dynamics 365 environment.
EDI-2-FLOW for Dynamics 365 is available for any organization that is looking
to outsource EDI and e-invoicing operations.
Are you ready to automate your supply chain? Get in touch with us today to

Get in touch with us
today to discover
what EDI-2-FLOW for
Dynamics 365 can do
for your organization..

discover what EDI-2-FLOW for Dynamics 365 can do for your organization.

For more information call 1-800-624-6354 (US) or +31-88-369-8000 (Europe) – Or email info@TIEKinetix.com
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About TIE Kinetix

At TIE Kinetix, we deliver Software as a Service (SaaS) solutions to companies,
governmental institutions, and their suppliers, to help them exchange all business
documents electronically and simplify supply chain processes as a result.
FLOW Partner Automation, our software platform, empowers its users to engage
in smart business exchanges and streamline communication through seamless
integration with any existing system.
Since 1987, we have supported all EDI and e-invoicing standards and communication
methods worldwide. Today, our global team of experts share their knowledge with our
2,500+ customers, facilitating the exchange of over 1 billion documents through FLOW
each year.
TIE Kinetix is a public company (Euronext: TIE), and has offices in the Netherlands,
France, Germany, Australia, and the United States.

Visit www.TIEKinetix.com

For more information call 1-800-624-6354 (US) or +31-88-369-8000 (Europe) – Or email info@TIEKinetix.com

